Introduction
============

The term ETF denotes a family of electron transfer flavoproteins that convey electrons between redox enzymes and compounds in energy metabolism.[@cit4]--[@cit7] Their shared heterodimeric structure is described by three domains, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.[@cit2],[@cit8] The most familiar 'canonical' ETFs function in mitochondria receiving electrons from diverse acyl-CoA dehydrogenases and passing them one at a time to the quinone pool *via* an ETF-quinone oxidoreductase.[@cit10] These are the group 1 ETFs.[@cit4]

![Ribbon diagrams of bifurcating ETF (Bf-ETF, left) and a canonical ETF (right) based on the structures of *Acidaminococcus fermentans* ETF (*Afe*ETF, ; [4KPU](4KPU).pdb)[@cit1] and *Paracoccus denitrificans* ETF (*Pde*ETF, ; [1EFP](1EFP).pdb).[@cit2] The FAD common to all known ETFs is in yellow stick Cs with CPK colouring of other atoms, whereas the second FAD found only in Bf-ETFs is in green and the AMP that replaces it in canonical ETFs is in magenta. The central inset highlights in red the two Thr residues of *Rpa*EtfS that were replaced by Ala in our T94A.S/T97A.S variant ('T94/97A ETF'). These Thrs are conserved among Bf-ETFs and shared by *Afe*ETF. Arcs indicate the three domains of the ETF fold. Domain I is formed by the large subunit (EtfL, dark blue) while domain III is formed by the small subunit (EtfS, light blue). Domain II is composed primarily of EtfL but EtfS also contributes its C-terminal helix. Domain II is understood to adopt different orientations relative to the base formed by domains I and III.[@cit9] This and other molecular graphics were produced using chimera.[@cit11]](c9sc00942f-f1){#fig1}

Recently, some ETFs have been discovered to possess electron transfer bifurcating activity: ability to accept a pair of electrons from NADH and use one to generate a strong reductant such as flavodoxin hydroquinone (HQ) or reduced ferredoxin. This endergonic electron transfer is paid for by exergonic transfer of the other electron to a strong electron acceptor *via* a corresponding partner enzyme, such as a quinone reductase in the case of ETFs associated with nitrogen fixation.[@cit1],[@cit4],[@cit9],[@cit12]--[@cit14] The bifurcating ETFs identified so far are all members of group 2.[@cit4] Their capacity to redistribute energy among electrons allows proprietor organisms to employ abundant mid-range reductants to drive demanding reactions that require greater reducing power.[@cit12] Thus, life-limiting processes such as nitrogen fixation (*E*°′ = --400 mV ([@cit15])) are made possible based on NADH (*E*°′ = --320 mV).

A subgroup of Bf-ETFs is found associated with nitrogen fixation and members are therefore named 'Fix' (subgroup 2d ETFs[@cit4]). Although our system of study is the FixAB of *Rhodopseudomonas palustris*, we retain the ETF notation because our work applies to Bf-ETFs in general.

All known ETFs contain FAD bound in domain II (the domII site, [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but the Bf-ETFs possess a second FAD whose AMP portion binds in place of the AMP of canonical ETFs.[@cit1] The FMN portion is bound between domains I and III (the domI/III site, [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit1],[@cit9] The protein imbues the two flavins with distinct properties, enabling them to play complementary roles.

In Bf-ETFs, the flavin that accepts a pair of electrons from NADH and sends one to each of two pathways is called the bifurcating flavin ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Besides the activity of pairwise (2-e^--^) electron transfer reactivity, this flavin has been shown to have a lower reduction midpoint potential (*E*°).[@cit3] The other flavin is believed to mediate single-electron (1-e^--^) transfers from the Bf-flavin to the electron-accepting quinone reductase of the Fix system,[@cit12] or other electron accepting enzyme more generally. Thus, this flavin is known as the electron transfer FAD: ET-FAD.[@cit3] Both of the sequential 1-e^--^ transfers have *E*°s above that of the Bf-flavin.[@cit3],[@cit16] Because this reactivity resembles that of canonical ETFs, the ET-flavin is believed to occupy the domII site, by analogy with the sole FAD of canonical ETFs.[@cit1],[@cit17] By process of elimination, the flavin in the domI/III site is believed to be the Bf-flavin. Indeed, NAD^+^ is seen binding near this FAD in a crystal structure of the Bf-ETF from *Acidaminococcus fermentans* (*Afe*ETF).[@cit1] Moreover this FAD is absent from canonical ETFs, which cannot accept electrons from NADH. Thus it has become accepted that the Bf flavin resides in the domI/III site and the ET-flavin residues in domII. However this highly attractive model[@cit1],[@cit16] remains to be tested in a hypothesis-driven way.

To do so, we employed site-directed mutagenesis to unambiguously target the domI/III binding site, providing protein-localized perturbations to disrupt binding of one FAD. A combination of spectroscopic and thermodynamic measurements was then used to test the functional identity of the remaining FAD (Bf-FAD *vs.* ET-FAD). This strategy additionally exploits the finding that the two FADs of *Rpa*ETF possess distinct UV-vis absorption and visible CD signatures, besides their differing reactivities.[@cit3] Our results assign the ET-FAD to the domII site.

As a second, orthogonal approach, we applied time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) to calculate the electronic spectra of each flavin, using molecular mechanics (MM) to account for the flavin\'s environment in *Rpa*ETF. In each calculation, the identity of the protein site is known, and yields predictions for the spectra expected to result. Our calculations based on the domI/III site matched the spectra of the Bf-FAD better than those of the ET-FAD, whereas the predictions for the domII site were most consistent with the observed data for the ET-FAD. Thus, we provide direct hypothesis-driven tests, by two complementary methods, that 1-e^--^ transfer activity resides in the flavin in domain II while the Bf-flavin is bound in the interface between domains I and III.

Results
=======

Mutation of the flavin-binding site between domains I and III
-------------------------------------------------------------

With the objective of disrupting FAD binding to one site with minimal effects on the other, we targeted the site between domains I and III because canonical ETFs are stably folded despite lack of a flavin in that site, providing precedent for our goal of a one-flavin ETF. Mutations were chosen that convert amino acids conserved among Bf-ETFs to identities found among canonical ETFs, to further increase the likelihood of a well-behaved variant protein. Nine different mutant *fixA* and *fixB* genes were generated and the constructs were transformed as A--B pairs into *E. coli*. ETFs with mutations in both monomers were not sufficiently well expressed or stable enough to characterize, however the double mutant encoding T94A/T97A EtfS combined with the WT construct encoding EtfL yielded significant quantities of ETF in the soluble fraction ('T94/97A ETF', see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In this variant, molecular modelling indicates that our mutations will remove two hydrogen bonds to the ribose and one to the flavin portion of the domI/III FAD. Thus the resulting protein should retain the domII FAD, but bind AMP in domain III *in lieu* of the domI/III FAD. T94/97A ETF was purified with the aid of His tags on each subunit, with a typical yield of 1.25 mg L^--1^ of culture. AMP was provided in the buffer used during cell lysis to favour retention or binding of AMP.[@cit18] Indeed, Sato *et al.* demonstrated that prior binding of AMP favours FAD binding to pig ETF.[@cit19]

Cofactor content of T94/97A ETF
-------------------------------

The T94A and T97A amino acid substitutions were designed to abrogate binding of one of the two FADs, so total FAD content was quantified by two methods. Based on fluorescence,[@cit20] T94/97A ETF contains 0.79 ± 0.05 FAD (*n* = 2) per dimer. Optical absorbance suggested similar FAD content of 0.86 ± 0.07 (*n* = 3) per dimer. Because our mutations recreate features of the AMP site of canonical ETFs, we also quantified bound AMP based on the absorbance at 260 nm of cofactors released from the protein, after accounting for the concentration of FAD (ESI Fig. S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). We find that there are 1.21 ± 0.04 (*n* = 3) AMP per dimer. According to Sato *et al.*, AMP can also bind to the FAD binding site of canonical ETFs,[@cit18],[@cit19] thus, suprastoichiometric AMP could have occupied a small fraction of the domII FAD-binding sites, however these will not contribute to the visible range of our optical spectra.

Visible spectrum of T94/97A ETF resembles that of the ET-FAD of *Rpa*ETF
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The absorption spectrum of T94/97A ETF was weaker in the visible range than that of WT *Rpa*ETF, consistent with lower FAD content (above) but the signal also had a different shape, with a much smaller dip between the two bands ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Although the long-wavelength band peaked at 450 nm, as for free FAD, the shorter-wavelength band peaked at 394 nm, red-shifted by 18 nm from the *λ*~max~ of free FAD but similar to the *λ*~max~ near 400 nm observed for ET-FAD in other Bf-ETFs.[@cit1],[@cit17] However the FAD released from T94/97A ETF upon protein denaturation was indistinguishable from authentic FAD ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) indicating that the unusual spectral signature is not a consequence of covalent modification.[@cit21],[@cit22] Indeed, barely separated bands have been observed in the Bf-ETFs from *A. fermentans* and *Megasphaera elsdenii*.[@cit1],[@cit17] Thus the unusual signature of T94/97A ETF-bound flavin must be attributed to the protein environment, and moreover an environment that may be characteristic of Bf-ETFs.[@cit17]

![Visible spectra of T94/97A ETF and cofactors released from it, showing that the released flavin has a spectrum similar to authentic FAD whereas its signal when bound in purified 37.6 μM T94/97A ETF protein is perturbed, reflecting interactions with the protein environment.](c9sc00942f-f2){#fig2}

The barely resolved flavin signal of *M. elsdenii* ETF (*Mel*ETF) corresponds to the presumed ET-FAD[@cit17] as does the similar signal from *Afe*ETF because it is reduced at higher *E*°.[@cit1] This suggests that T94/97A\'s FAD is the ET-FAD. Because we disrupted the domI/III site, this in turn suggests that the ET-FAD resides in the domII site.

Circular dichroism spectrum of T94/97A ETF resembles that of ET-FAD of WT *Rpa*ETF
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the amount of FAD present in T94/97A ETF is compatible with 80% occupancy of one of the two sites, it is also possible that the FAD is distributed among both sites at 40% occupancy. To learn whether the FAD was predominantly in one of the two sites, rather than distributed in both, we exploited circular dichroism (CD) signals from the bound flavins.[@cit23] Free FAD exhibits very weak CD despite its strong visible absorption[@cit23],[@cit24] but can display significant CD in the range 300--500 nm when bound in protein sites,[@cit24] and the CD signals vary widely depending on the identity of the protein. Indeed, the two FADs in WT *Rpa*ETF display readily distinguishable CD signals.[@cit23] Equal distribution of FAD between the two sites in T94/97A ETF should produce a CD spectrum similar to that of WT *Rpa*ETF but weaker, whereas occupation of just one of the two sites should reproduce one or the other of the signals from single sites. Indeed, the visible CD spectrum of T94/97A ETF closely matches that of the ET-FAD ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), at two different pHs (ESI Fig. S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Thus, T94/97A ETF retains predominantly the ET-FAD, and we confirm that ET-FAD is located in the domII site because the other site was mutated to favour binding of AMP over FAD.

![Visible CD spectrum of T94/97A ETF (in blue) in the oxidized (OX) state, compared with control spectra. These are (in red) the spectrum of WT *Rpa*ETF in which only the Bf-FAD is OX (the ET-FAD is HQ and therefore makes very little contribution), and (in black) the CD signal of the ET-FAD from WT *Rpa*ETF. The latter was obtained by collecting the CD spectrum of fully OX *Rpa*ETF and then subtracting away the contribution of Bf-FAD (red) to reveal the contribution of the ET-FAD.[@cit3] The CD spectrum of the FAD in T94/97A ETF shows better agreement with the ET-FAD CD signal *vs.* the Bf-FAD CD signal. Note that vertical offsets of ±250 were applied to the two WT *Rpa*ETF signals in order to avoid overlap with the spectrum of T94/97A ETF.](c9sc00942f-f3){#fig3}

Consistent with possession of only ET-FAD, T94/97A ETF was not reduced upon addition of NADH (ESI Fig. S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).[@cit16] Similarly, NADH does not reduce canonical ETFs,[@cit16] although WT *Rpa*ETF is rapidly reduced by NADH demonstrating an aspect of bifurcation activity that is attributed to the Bf-FAD.[@cit3],[@cit16] Thus, failure to react with NADH indicates absence of the Bf-FAD from T94/97A ETF, consistent with the CD signal and FAD quantitations, and confirms that the domI/III site would normally contain the Bf-FAD.

Redox activity of T94/97A ETF
-----------------------------

While the CD signal indicates that the flavin experiences a similar protein environment in T94/97A ETF as the ET-FAD of WT *Rpa*ETF, we also tested its functionality. We expected that the FAD of T94/97A ETF should have reactivity resembling that of the ET-FAD of WT *Rpa*ETF, but perturbed reactivity would be evidence of long-range coupling between the two flavin sites. Specifically, the ET-FAD is expected to accept electrons one at a time, forming an ASQ before adopting a HQ state.

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the domII FAD of T94/97A ETF retains the characteristic 1-e^--^ activity of the ET-FAD, undergoing reduction by dithionite or reducing equivalents from xanthine oxidase (*via* a mediator) to form ASQ, as indicated by growth in intensity near 374 nm and at wavelengths longer than 500 nm. Further reduction caused diminution of intensity at 374 nm. Thus, dithionite titration of T94/97A ETF showed a biphasic titration profile ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} inset). The protein\'s instability upon full reduction to HQ resembles behaviour reported for the ET-FAD in *Mel*ETF[@cit17] Thus, the domII FAD of T94/97A ETF retains the type of reactivity expected for ET-FAD upon mutation of the domI/III site.

![Visible spectra observed in the course of stepwise reduction of T94/97A ETF with dithionite, and plot of the absorbance (*A*~374~) illustrating the change in the nature of the reaction after dithionite exceeded 1 equiv. In the first phase of reduction *A*~374~ increases, whereas in the second it decreases. The concentration of ETF-bound FAD was 34 μM.](c9sc00942f-f4){#fig4}

Reduction midpoint potentials of T94/97A ETF
--------------------------------------------

We quantified ET-FAD reactivity in T94/97A ETF by measuring the *E*° associated with reduction of the oxidized (OX) state to the anionic semiquinone (ASQ), ![](c9sc00942f-t1.jpg){#ugt1}. In titrations of WT *Rpa*ETF, the optical signals of the two FADs are overlapped so the spectra did not reveal which flavin was undergoing reduction. However this ambiguity is absent from the T94/97A ETF because only the domII FAD is present. ![](c9sc00942f-t2.jpg){#ugt2} was determined using anaerobic spectro-electrochemical titrations and xanthine/xanthine oxidase to deliver reducing equivalents in the presence of mediator and the reference dye methylene blue (MB).[@cit25][Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows that the log of the ratio of the OX to reduced (RED) fractions of dye adheres to a linear correlation *vs.* the analogous log ratio for the FAD ![](c9sc00942f-t3.jpg){#ugt3}, as expected from the Nernst equation. The slope of 0.49 agrees well with the theoretical value of 0.5 expected for 1-e^--^ reduction of FAD consistent with the appearance of ASQ features in the optical spectra. The intercept of the line yielded an ![](c9sc00942f-t4.jpg){#ugt4} of --7 ± 4 mV at pH 8.0 (average over three separate experiments), based on an *E*° of --19 mV for MB at this pH.[@cit26] This is higher than the corresponding ![](c9sc00942f-t5.jpg){#ugt5} of WT *Rpa*ETF of --47 mV,[@cit3] revealing a long--range effect of the amino acid substitutions and/or absence of a flavin in the domI/III site.

![Difference spectra observed in the course of reductive titration of T94/97A ETF (374 and 450 nm) and methylene blue (664 nm). Each difference spectrum shown is an observed spectrum minus the spectrum at the end of the first phase of reduction ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The difference spectra thus emphasize changes associated with the reduction of OX to ASQ. Inset: plot of log(\[oxidized FAD\]/\[reduced FAD\]) for the flavin of T94/97A ETF *vs.* analogous quantity for the dye illustrating linear behaviour consistent with the Nernst equation. The slope near 0.5 is consistent with a 1-e^--^ event. The best fit is *y* = 0.491*x* -- 0.126. *R*^2^ = 0.996.](c9sc00942f-f5){#fig5}

Assignment of protein site identity based on density functional theory computations
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The distinct absorbance and CD signals from the two flavins in WT *Rpa*ETF suggested that these spectra reflect the different protein environments of the two sites, and therefore could be used to know which of the two sites binds the Bf-FAD. To test the ability of the protein environment to account for the distinct signals, we calculated the visible CD and absorption spectra predicted by each of the two flavin sites, using a quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approach in which the flavin itself and a few nearby hydrogen bond partners received quantum mechanical treatment whilst the rest of the protein was described by an electrostatic reaction field presented as an array of charges.[@cit27],[@cit28] No crystal structure is available for *Rpa*ETF so we employed a model built on the structure of *Afe*ETF as a template, exploiting the 40% amino acid sequence identity and 60% similarity of these two ETFs (see Experimental section). The calculations were calibrated based on the absorption spectra. Although the calculated vertical transition energies bore systematic offsets of 0.33 to 0.35 eV, similar to findings of other studies[@cit29]--[@cit32] ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), the calculations were successful in reproducing the distinct shapes of the optical signals of the two flavins. Specifically, the calculations predicted two well-resolved bands in the visible range for the flavin bound in the domI/III site, but barely resolved transitions for the flavin bound in the domII site ([Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The same predictions were obtained for two sizes of basis set and for various choices of quantum mechanical region (ESI Fig. S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). These results are consistent with the observed signals of the two flavins in WT *Rpa*ETF[@cit3] and confirm assignment of the barely resolved signature associated with ET-flavin to the domain II site *vs.* the more typical flavin signature associated with the Bf-flavin to the domI/III site.

![Comparison of observed *vs.* computed spectra. Absorbance data are in panel (A) whereas CD spectra are in (B). Spectra of OX T94/97A ETF (red) are compared with those of the Bf-FAD (blue) collected on WT *Rpa*ETF in which contributions from the ET-FAD were suppressed by chemical reduction (*i.e.* only the Bf-FAD remains in the strongly absorbing OX state). Calculated spectra are based on a TD-DFT computations using B3LYP and the 6-31++G(d,p) basis with quantum treatment of the domII active site (55 atoms, ESI Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) or the domI/III active site (50 atoms, ESI Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). See ESI Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for an example of the individual transitions contributing to these envelopes and the effects of different sizes of quantum zones.](c9sc00942f-f6){#fig6}

Calculated CD spectra were also compared with those of the two flavins ([Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The CD spectrum calculated for the domI/III flavin agrees only with that observed for the Bf-flavin.[@cit3] The signs of the bands as well as the relative energies at which they occurred were robust to changes in basis set and quantum region size, indicating that they genuinely reflect the effect of the protein environment on the flavin electronics.

The spectrum calculated for the flavin in domain II is distinguished by being much weaker, in which regard it agrees best with the observed CD of the ET-flavin, in both the WT *Rpa*ETF and T94/97A ETF. The sign of the longest-wavelength band is calculated to be positive as is also true for the observed signal ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), but our calculations fail to predict the ellipticity at shorter-wavelengths and are not independent of the parameters used for the calculation. However all our computed CD spectra for the domII site are incompatible with the Bf-flavin data ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), which instead agrees well with the domI/III site. Therefore we conclude that the Bf-flavin occupies the domI/III site.

The calculations possess the strategic advantage of each being based on a known site in the protein. Thus they provide independent confirmation of the finding based on mutagenesis, that the ET-FAD is bound in domII whereas the Bf-flavin is bound in the domI/III site. Overall, we have provided two independent tests of the model of FAD functionality placement in Bf-ETFs. We have thereby also strengthened the functional inferences and structural homologies with canonical ETFs upon which the model was based. Furthermore we have demonstrated the capacity of QM/MM methods to distinguish between the two flavin sites in Bf-ETFs, thereby opening the door to parsing the contributions of individual active site residues to the distinct reactivities of the two flavins, and understanding the unusual optical signature of the ET-FAD.

Discussion
==========

*Rpa*ETF is a group 2 ETF, along with all the ETFs known to bifurcate and to contain two FADs.[@cit1],[@cit4],[@cit17] This and the close association of the *fixA* and *fixB* genes with a gene apparently encoding an ETF-quinone oxidoreductase as well as genes for nitrogen fixation[@cit33] indicate that the *Rpa*ETF is a Bf-ETF.[@cit4]

Our work builds on elegant experiments by Shiga\'s team wherein replacement of the more tightly-bound flavin with a covalently modified analog was used to demonstrate that electron transfer from NADH flows to that FAD and thence to the other one ('FAD-2').[@cit16] This implied that FAD-2 was the ET-FAD. In complementary work Chowdhury *et al.* observed the adenine portion of NAD^+^ bound near the domI/III FAD suggesting that it is the one that accepts hydride, consistent with the fact that it is the flavin whose presence distinguishes Bf-ETFs from canonical ETFs.

Herein, we have confirmed experimentally that the FAD bound in domII, corresponding to the single FAD of canonical ETFs[@cit2],[@cit8] is indeed the one with the higher *E*°s characterizing sequential 1-e^--^ events,[@cit3] the ET-FAD.[@cit1],[@cit3],[@cit34] Because our T94/97A ETF retains the very weak CD signal and barely resolved absorbance spectrum of ET-FAD, these too are confirmed to reflect the domII site. The domI/III FAD whose binding site we perturbed must therefore be the Bf-FAD with a single lower *E*° describing a 2-e^--^ reaction.[@cit3],[@cit14],[@cit16] Thus, our experiments confirm the accepted model for Bf-ETFs.[@cit1],[@cit3],[@cit12],[@cit13],[@cit16]

Our mutagenesis strategy sought to produce a system resembling the canonical ETFs, allowing us to test the analogies that had been used to infer ET function for the domII site of Bf-ETFs. We targeted conserved amino acid residues in the domain I/III flavin binding site: T97, T94, V232, G127, D93 in the EtfS protein, residues whose identities are differently conserved in canonical *vs.* Bf-ETFs, along with R165 in EtfL. Unfortunately, many of the double mutants containing substitutions in both proteins were not stable enough for us to be confident that no FAD would be released in the course of redox titrations, or were poorly expressed. However, ETFs bearing substitutions in only EtfS proved more stable and of those, T94/97A ETF was the successful candidate with respect to protein expression and stability. We speculate that many of our other substitutions had adverse effects on the interface between the two monomers.

We exploited the very different CD signals of the two FADs in *Rpa*ETF, and demonstrated that the signal retained by T94/97A ETF is the one previously assigned to the ET-FAD.[@cit3] Because the CD signal of T94/97A ETF is very similar to that of the ET-FAD of WT *Rpa*ETF, which also resembles the CD signal of *Methylophilus methylotrophus* ETF[@cit35] our CD results further confirm the analogy between the ET-FADs in the different groups of ETFs. Based on the similarity of the CD signal of T94/97A ETF to that of the ET-FAD in WT *Rpa*ETF, it appears that the domII site does not experience altered electrostatic anisotropy due to the amino acid substitutions and lack of flavin in the domI/III site, consistent with the distance between the two sites and their locations in different domains.

T94/97A ETF has a weaker absorbance spectrum than does the WT, as expected based on its lower FAD content. Its spectrum resembles that of the ET-FAD of *Afe*ETF and *Mel*ETF with respect to shape ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), displaying peaks at 394 and 450 nm and lacking a prominent dip between two bands.[@cit1],[@cit17] Although 8-formyl flavin is formed in many canonical ETFs,[@cit21],[@cit36] such a modification appears not to be responsible for T94/97A ETF\'s unusual spectrum, as the flavin released from T94/97A ETF does not display the optical signature of 8-formyl flavin.

NADH proved unable to reduce our T94/97A ETF, instead producing aggregation, although the corresponding WT *Rpa*ETF underwent full reduction by NADH.[@cit3] This confirms the absence of Bf-FAD in the T94/97A ETF. T94/97A ETF nevertheless underwent stepwise reduction with the 1-e^--^ donor dithionite to form ASQ (evident at 374 nm and 550 nm) and then HQ, retaining the reaction pattern of wild type ET-FAD.[@cit3],[@cit16] In WT *Rpa*ETF changes at 550 were complicated by loss of a CT band attributed to Bf-FAD that absorbs in that region.[@cit3] The relative instability of the HQ of T94/97A ETF is consistent with earlier findings in bifurcating *Mel*ETF, where reduced ET-FAD dissociates.[@cit17] Indeed, T94/97A ETF is much more stable in the ASQ state than in the HQ state, as for canonical ETFs.[@cit37],[@cit38] Thus, our mutations have produced an ETF with many biophysical properties in common with canonical ETFs, by replacing only two residues and preventing acquisition of the Bf-FAD.

Our ![](c9sc00942f-t6.jpg){#ugt6} value of --7 ± 4 mV is in the range of those observed for ET-flavins of Bf-ETFs (--47 to +81 mV),[@cit3],[@cit14],[@cit16] but at the negative end of the range of values reported so far for canonical ETFs of +196 to --14.[@cit3],[@cit38] It was suggested that charge-transfer between reduced ET-FAD and oxidized Bf-FAD produced a long-wavelength signal in *Rpa*ETF.[@cit3] This, and proposed conformational interactions[@cit1],[@cit9] could influence the *E*°s of the ET-FAD depending on the status of the Bf-flavin.[@cit37] As predicted by the charge-transfer hypothesis, the long-wavelength signal is absent in the T94/97A ETF. Thus the higher ![](c9sc00942f-t7.jpg){#ugt7} of T94/97A ETF compared to WT *Rpa*ETF could reflect effects of absence of a flavin in the domI/III site. In particular, the ASQ state of ET-FAD might be more favourable in T94/97A ETF due to there being one less phosphate nearby (≈13 Å) because the Bf-FAD is replaced by AMP.

The qualitative agreement between the computed and observed optical signatures was notable, despite the overestimated transition energies also reported in other work.[@cit31],[@cit32] This is a testimony to the overall quality of the structural model produced[@cit39] and validates the calculations, although experimentally-determined crystal structures remain an important goal for further work on *Rpa*ETF. Our structural model likely limits the quality of our predictions, since ETFs are known to undergo conformational changes that significantly alter the exposure of the domII flavin[@cit9],[@cit40] and the conformation of T94/97A ETF observed in solution may differ from that of the crystallized *Afe*ETF that served as the template for our model used in the calculations. Nevertheless the low accuracy of our spectral predictions is offset by very high location accuracy, and the calculations produced clearly-distinct predictions for the two sites, permitting attribution of individual spectra to specific flavins in the protein. Thus the calculations provide a second and independent test of which flavin is located where.

The calculated absorption spectrum of the domI/III flavin displays two resolved bands as is typical of free flavin. It is notable that the calculations correctly predict significant ellipticity for flavin bound in this site, which contrasts with the very weak CD observed and calculated for free flavin (ESI Fig. S6,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} note vertical axis scale). Thus, QM/MM and our structural model replicated the ellipticity produced by the domI/III environment.

For the domII site, the calculations correctly predicted less resolved transitions and the overall shape of the absorbance band, as well as the considerably weaker CD.

Overall, our ability to model the effects on the flavin of different protein environments paves the way for more computational investigations of the significance of nearby amino acids and their protonation states in explaining the origin of the different optical signatures of flavins, and eventually their reactivities. We speculate that the location of the Bf-flavin between domains I and III, contributed by the two subunits of ETF, makes the Bf-flavin\'s activity amenable to modulation by movement of one domain relative to the other.

Experimental
============

Molecular biology
-----------------

Mutations were introduced into the genes for wild type *Rpa*ETF: *fixA* and *fixB* in the plasmids pMCSG28 (carbenicillin resistant) and pMCSG21 (spectinomycin resistant), respectively.[@cit3] At the level of the protein, we adopt the letters S and L to identify the small and large subunit of the heterodimer, respectively, because these are homologous to the S and L subunits of other ETFs. However due to different gene orders in the *fix* operon the large FixAB subunit is FixB whereas the large ETF subunit is EtfA. Our proposal to adopt an 'S' and 'L' notation instead seeks to circumvent the confusion engendered by EtfAB\'s correspondence to FixBA. We retain the traditional notation for genes in order to retain correspondence with extensive annotation in databases.

Back-to-back orientation primers encoding the desired amino acid substitutions were designed using NEB base changer (ESI Table S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and employed according to the vendor\'s recommendations to introduce the mutations *via* polymerase chain reactions using Q5 High Fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich MA). A pair of constructs encoding EtfS and EtfL were then used to transform competent Nico21(DE3) *Escherichia coli* (New England Biolabs, Ipswich MA), to permit protein expression.

Protein expression and purification
-----------------------------------

The T97A/94A ETF variant of *Rpa*ETF was grown in Terrific Broth medium supplemented with 20 mg L^--1^ riboflavin, 20 mg L^--1^ adenosine 5-monophosphate (AMP), 2 mM MgSO~4~, 100 μg mL^--1^ of carbenicillin and 100 μg mL^--1^ of spectinomycin. Cultures were grown at 37 °C, with shaking at 250 rpm until they reached an optical density (OD) of ≈1 and then cooled to 18--20 °C. Gene expression was induced with 0.1 mM IPTG and the cultures were grown for 20 hours at 18--20 °C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 11 900×*g* at 4 °C for 10 min.

Harvested cells (10 g L^--1^ culture) were washed with PBS (phosphate buffered saline at pH 7.4 containing 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8 mM Na~2~HPO~4~, and 2 mM KH~2~PO~4~) and then lysed by resuspending in 80 mL of BugBuster (primary amine free, Millipore) supplemented with 1 mM AMP, 2 μl/80 mL of benzonase nuclease HC (250 U μL^--1^), 2 μL/80 mL of lysozyme (30 kU μL^--1^), 1 mM TCEP (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine) and 1 mM AEBSF (4-(2-aminoethyl)benzenesulfonyl fluoride) hydrochloride protease inhibitor and incubated at 4 °C with stirring for 2 hours. The insoluble fraction was removed by centrifugation at 15 000*g* for 45 min at 4 °C.

Clarified cell lysate was mixed with 1.5 mL of Co-nitrilotriacetate (NTA) resin (Thermo Fisher) that had been pre-equilibrated with 3 mL of equilibration buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 7.4, 500 mM KCl, 10% w/v glycerol and 1 mM TCEP. After a binding interval of 30 min with gentle stirring at 4 °C, protein-bound resin was loaded into a column (2.5 × 30 cm) and washed with 20 bed volumes of wash buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 7.4, 500 mM KCl, 10% w/v glycerol, 1 mM TCEP and 20 mM imidazole. Protein was eluted with 2 bed volumes of elution buffer containing 20 mM Tris pH 7.4, 500 mM KCl, 10% w/v glycerol, 1 mM TCEP and 100 mM imidazole. Eluate was subjected to buffer exchange by gel filtration on 10-DG desalting column (Bio Rad) in order to remove the imidazole and transfer the protein to the working buffer containing 20 mM Bis-Tris propane (pH 8.0), 200 mM KCl and 10% w/v glycerol.

Cofactor quantification
-----------------------

### AMP quantification

The protein concentration (mg ml^--1^) was determined using the Pierce 660 nm protein assay with bovine serum albumin as the standard (Thermo Fisher scientific, Waltham, MA) but corrected for the amino acid composition of *Rpa*ETF.[@cit41] ETF concentration was calculated based on the molecular mass of 74 545 Da.[@cit3] 400 μL of 28 μM ETF in working buffer was used per assay, in individual 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes wrapped in aluminium foil to exclude light and prevent photochemical transformation of cofactors. Cofactors were released by denaturing the ETF by heating at 100 °C for 10 min after which denatured protein was removed by centrifugation at 14 000×*g* for 10 min after cooling the samples. Supernatant was transferred to a quartz cuvette and the optical spectrum was recorded on a HP 8453 spectrophotometer. Absorbance at 450 nm was used to determine the released flavin concentration (*ε*~450~ = 11.3 mM^--1^ cm^--1^).[@cit16] From this and FAD\'s *ε*~260~ of 35.9 mM^--1^ cm^--1^ we calculated the absorbance due to FAD at 260 nm. The excess *A*~260~ was used to determine the concentration of AMP (*ε*~260~ = 15.0 mM^--1^ cm^--1^).[@cit42]

Circular dichroism
------------------

CD spectra were recorded using a JASCO J-800 series spectropolarimeter from 600 to 300 nm at 4 °C in a 1.0 cm path length quartz cuvette with the following parameters: scan speed = 100 nm min^--1^, bandwidth = 2.00 nm, scanning speed = 100 nm min^--1^, and three accumulations. The molar ellipticity was calculated using the equation, \[*θ*\] = *θ*/(*c* × *l*), in which *θ* is the ellipticity in millidegrees, *c* is the concentration in mM, and *l* is the cell path length in cm.

### Fluorimetric quantification of FAD

0.4 mL of 6 μM ETF was denatured by incubating at 100 °C for 10 min in the dark, as above. Denatured protein was removed by centrifugation at 14 000×*g* for 10 min after cooling. The supernatant was transferred to a microcentrifuge tube and diluted 10-fold with working buffer. The emission spectrum of the solution was recorded at 20 °C using a Thermo Fisher Lumina fluorimeter with the following parameters: excitation at *λ*~ex~ = 450 nm, emission measured over *λ*~em~ = 480--600 nm, scan speed = 100 nm min^--1^, excitation slit 5 nm, emission slit 5 nm, gain: 'high', data interval: 0.5 nm, instrument zeroing conditions, emission shutter: closed. After collection of an initial spectrum, 2 μl of 6 mU phosphodiesterase solution was added (Abnova, cat no. P5263) to convert FAD into FMN and AMP, thereby releasing the flavin from adenine-mediated fluorescence quenching.[@cit20] Emission spectra were recorded each minute after mixing, until no further changes are observed using the same settings as given above.[@cit20] The maximum emission value was converted to an FMN concentration based on a calibration curve of emission amplitude at 524 nm *vs.* \[FMN\], generated using authentic FMN (14H0610, 70% purity, Sigma).

Reductive titration of T94/97A *Rpa*ETF by NADH and sodium dithionite
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Reductive titrations were performed in inert atmosphere, monitored using a HP 8452A spectrophotometer (Agilent technologies) equipped with an OLIS controller, inside a glove box (Belle Technology, Waymouth, UK), using a 1 cm path length self-masking quartz cuvette at room temperature. ETF was reduced by small aliquots amounting to 2 μM NADH each after dilution into the reaction (*ε*~340~ = 6.22 mM^--1^ cm^--1^)[@cit16] or 5.6 μM sodium dithionite (*ε*~315~ = 8.04 mM^--1^ cm^--1^).[@cit43] This low concentration provides sufficient driving force to fully reduce the FAD at the pHs of 8 and 9 that we used.[@cit44]

Reduction midpoint potential determination
------------------------------------------

Potentiometric titrations were also monitored optically using a HP 8452A spectrophotometer (Agilent technologies) equipped with an OLIS controller in an inert atmosphere afforded by a glove box (Belle Technology, Waymouth, UK) using a 1 cm path length self-masking quartz cuvette at room temperature. Xanthine oxidase in combination with xanthine was used to provide a slow continuous delivery of reducing equivalents.[@cit45] The reaction mixture contained 400 μM xanthine, 5 μM methylviologen, 16.2 μM T94/97A-*Rpa*ETF, and 3 μM methylene blue (MB, as a reference dye, *E*° = --19.0 mV, pH 8.0) in working buffer. The reaction was initiated by addition of 10 nM xanthine oxidase, and spectra were recorded every 1 min. The reduction midpoint potential ![](c9sc00942f-t8.jpg){#ugt8} of the reduction of OX FAD to ASQ was calculated by relating the extent of reduction of FAD with the extent of concurrent reduction of the reference dye. Conversion of OX to ASQ was quantified based on absorbance changes at 388 nm, the dye isosbestic, while the reduction of the MB dye was quantified based on loss of absorbance at 664 nm.

The point in the titration corresponding to the maximum ASQ concentration was identified and treated as the endpoint of the first 1-e^--^ reduction, and assigned to full conversion to ASQ based on the agreement between the shape of the spectrum and that of authentic samples of 100% ASQ. Each spectrum up to that point in the titration was converted to a difference spectrum by subtracting the endpoint spectrum, to reveal the remaining OX population ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The first point in the titration was not 100% OX, as the *Rpa*ETF undergoes slow spontaneous reduction in the glove box. However the amount of ASQ in the spectrum could be estimated by subtracting a weighted spectrum of purely ASQ *Rpa*ETF in such a way as to produce a flat zero baseline at wavelengths \> 500 nm where ASQ is positive but OX generally does not absorb. The weighting required to accomplish this revealed what fraction, *f*, of the total starting absorbance corresponded to ASQ, and thus the magnitude of the residual population, 1 -- f, that underwent reduction in the course of the measurement. We obtained 0.05 \< *f* \<0 .10 in three titrations. The difference spectra were thus interpreted to reflect the reaction of the (1 -- *f*) portion of the sample and for the example of the midpoint in the change, *f* + (1 -- *f*)/2 = 0.5 + *f*/2 of the sample is ASQ while 0.5 -- *f*/2 is OX. Absorbance at 388 nm (dye isosbestic) was used to find the absorbance change due to reduction of FAD and thereby to calculate to calculate the fraction of OX converted to ASQ. \[FAD~OX~\]/\[FAD~ASQ~\] at each point in the titration were calculated from the fractional populations. *A*~664~ was used to calculate the extent to which oxidized dye, DYE~OX~, was converted to reduced dye, DYE~RED~. The ratio of oxidized to reduced dye along with that of the FAD were employed in the Nernst equation,where *n*~FAD~, *n*~DYE~ denote the number of electrons acquired by the flavin and the dye respectively during the reaction under study, and *F*, *R* and *T* are Faraday\'s constant, the ideal gas constant and the temperature, respectively. A plot of ![](c9sc00942f-t10.jpg){#ugt10} *versus*![](c9sc00942f-t11.jpg){#ugt11}, was used to determine *n*~FAD~ from the known value of *n*~DYE~ = 2.[@cit26] The intercept of the plot then permits calculation of ![](c9sc00942f-t12.jpg){#ugt12} for the ETF FAD~OX/ASQ~.

Computation
-----------

Models for the structure of *Rpa*ETF were produced using Swiss Modeler[@cit46] based on the structure of *Afe*ETF ; [4KPU](4KPU).pdb.[@cit1] Sequence identities are 39% (57% similar) for EtfL and 44% (63% similar) for EtfS. The model *Rpa*ETF structure accommodated the FAD cofactors as present in the *Afe*ETF structure with only a few small clashes with amino acid side chains. These and a few clashes between side chains at the interfaces between chains L and S were resolved by energy minimization as implemented in Chimera.[@cit11] Protons were added in Chimera, and each His side chain was examined for interactions with neighbouring side chains to identify the most reasonable choice of protonation state.

The structure of the protein was minimized in a cube of explicit water (95 Å edge length) and allowed to relax *via* molecular dynamics as the temperature was increased to 300 K (3 ps) and then equilibrated at 300 K (5 ps) using the CHARMM36 force field.[@cit47] We implemented a quantum description of the active site flavin head group and a selection of the most closely-interacting protein residues (ESI Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) in a QM/MM[@cit27] optimization executed by Chemshell,[@cit48] with QM energies and gradients furnished by Turbomole[@cit49] without application of any symmetry constraints, as described previously.[@cit28] All protein atoms, those of both FADs and atoms of waters within a 40 Å radius sphere centered at N5 of the FAD of interest (ESI Fig. S7[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) were subjected to geometry optimization in which the QM fragment was described with density functional theory (DFT) using the B3LYP functional[@cit50]--[@cit52] and either the 6-31G(d) or the 6-31++G(d,p) basis,[@cit53] while the balance of the atoms were treated using MM with the CHARMM36 empirical force field.[@cit47] Coupling between the QM and MM regions was accomplished *via* electrostatic embedding using the charge-shift scheme.[@cit54] For atoms in the QM region with covalent bonds to atoms outside, the latter were replaced with hydrogen link-atoms, a charge shift scheme was applied at the QM/MM boundary[@cit55] and van der Waals interactions between QM atoms and MM atoms were treated using force field parameters.

The resulting atomic coordinates and array of point charges embodying an electrostatic description of the protein environment were then used in quantum chemical calculations of molecular properties and spectroscopic observables using Gaussian 16.[@cit56] For adjacent residues of unknown protonation state, both possibilities were computed, and the results remain consistent with experimental spectra after shifting the calculated spectra to align them with the *λ*~max~ of the band near 450 nm (ESI Fig. S8[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Results of time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)[@cit57]--[@cit59] and symmetry-adapted cluster -- configuration interaction SAC-CI[@cit60],[@cit61] calculations executed in Gaussian were compared and TD-DFT was found to provide better agreement with experimental transition energies for our system, using B3LYP[@cit50]--[@cit52] and 6-31G\* (also see [@cit62]). To test the robustness of TD-DFT results, calculations were repeated with two sizes of basis set commonly used for these calculations:[@cit63] 6-31G\* and 6-31++G\*\*[@cit31],[@cit64]--[@cit66] (ESI Fig. S9 and S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), and four different functionals (ESI Fig. S10[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). B3LYP[@cit50]--[@cit52] is commonly-used and widely accepted for flavins and other pigments,[@cit63],[@cit67]--[@cit69] but other functionals recommended for such calculations include PBE0,[@cit70] wB97xD,[@cit71] and LC-wHPBE.[@cit72] We compared these four with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis, and found that B3LYP affords the best description of lumiflavin (ESI Fig. S10[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Our results agree with those of a particularly insightful comparison of computational methods for simulating the vibrationally-resolved electronic spectrum of three flavin variants, that found that B3LYP\'s overall performance in replicating the spectrum of riboflavin was on par with more elaborate methods and the other functionals tried.[@cit31]

The computed excitation energies and oscillator strengths were used to calculate optical spectra for comparison with experimental data. TD-DFT derived vertical transition energies were too high by 0.10 to 0.55 eV, consistent with published assessments of this method on comparable molecules.[@cit29],[@cit30] However the deviations from experiment were systematic, so that shifts in the energy of a transition as a function of substitution were well reproduced.[@cit30],[@cit73] The TD-DFT method is known to be unsuitable for transitions with a large amount of charge transfer character[@cit74] however the transitions in the visible range did not display much CT character,[@cit62] for either of our flavins.

The apparent blue shift (hypsochromic shift) of the calculated vertical transition energies may also reflect that neither the experimental absorption maximum nor the calculations reflect a simple 0--0 excitation,[@cit31],[@cit75],[@cit76] as room temperature experiments will include additional features due to population of vibrational substates of the electronic ground state. However even when vibronic structure is taken into account,[@cit31],[@cit75] Ai *et al.* obtained energy offsets of --0.47 eV between computed and observed optical band positions (450 nm band).[@cit32] Thus treatment of vibrational structure is not expected to fully resolve our discrepancies, and will be assessed in future work. Consequently, we do not draw conclusions from the individual transition energy values, but restrict ourselves to interpreting shifts in the transitions resulting from modification of the environment.

Calculated transition energies and transition moment amplitudes were used to simulate absorption spectra with Gaussian lines 0.5 eV wide at half height (*i.e.* half-bandwidth at 1/*e* peak height of Δ*σ* = 0.3 eV) for each transition up to a transition energy of *σ* = 6.2 eV (wavelengths ≥ 200 nm) for smaller QM zones, or up to *σ* = 5 eV (*λ* ≥ 250 nm) for larger QM zones, using eqn (2) where *σ*~*i*~ is the energy of the *i*^th^ transition in eV, *f*~*i*~ is the oscillator strength of the *i*^th^ transition, *N*, *c*, *m*~e~ have their usual meanings and *ε*~1~(*σ*) is the extinction coefficient due to the *i*^th^ transition as a function of photon energy *σ*.[@cit77] Plots of total *ε vs.* wavelength were obtained by summing the contributions from all transitions with oscillator strengths ≥ 1% of the maximum value obtained for that calculation, and converting transition energies *σ* to wavelengths *λ* using *λ* = *hc*/*σ* where *h* is Planck\'s constant.

Calculated rotatory strengths obtained using dipole-length gauge[@cit78],[@cit79] were used to simulate the electronic CD spectra within the same energy ranges and line width using eqn (3), where *R*~*i*~ is the rotatory strength of the *i*^th^ transition (in 10^--40^ erg-esu-cm/Gauss) and Δ*ε*~i~(*σ*) is the optical activity (difference extinction coefficient) as a function of photon energy *σ*.[@cit63],[@cit80] Plots of Δ*ε vs.* wavelength were obtained by summing the contributions from all transitions with rotatory strengths ≥ 1% of the maximum obtained for that calculation, and converting transition energies *σ* to wavelengths *λ* as above.[@cit80],[@cit81]

Conclusions
===========

Complementary spectroscopy, *ab initio* calculations and assessment of chemical reactivity were used to determine which of *Rpa*ETF\'s flavin-based activities were retained after mutagenic disruption of FAD binding in the site between domains I and III. Thus we established that the ET-FAD shared with canonical ETFs is retained in domain II. It follows that the Bf-flavin is the one bound at the interface between domains I and III, in agreement with the accepted model. Our hypothesis-driven tests of the model furthermore demonstrate the ability of QM/MM calculations to reproduce distinctions between the two flavin sites, paving the way to understanding what features of the flavins\' environments are responsible for the flavins\' sharply contrasting activities.
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